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Abstract 
The present paper has the purpose of presenting a recreation and leisure environment designed for activities and 
expositions related to alternative energy generation concepts, mainly the ones of renewable nature, such as solar 
energy, contributing to its knowledge spreading. The developed environment is called Renewable Energy and Energy 
Efficiency Park, and will be built in the city of Tucuruí, state of Pará, Brazil.The park will be part of a Technology 
Facility near the Hydroelectric Power Plant of Tucuruí, which is owned and operated by ELETROBRAS 
ELETRONORTE, and will be open to visitors of all ages, mainly to schools. 
The article describes the projects to be installed in the playground, which are: a small auto-race track for model cars 
with batteries recharged by photovoltaic solar energy, playground toys designed to produce energy when in use, an 
artificial lake decorated with toys driven by solar energy. 
The small speedway is intended for RC car races, with their batteries being charged by photovoltaic modules, through 
a charge controller and a lead-acid battery bank. 
The playground toys, such as slide, swing, teeter-totter and carousel are driven while the children enjoy themselves 
and the energy generated by their movement is displayed in a power indicator. These toys have electromechanical 
energy conversion systems made of speed multipliers, DC generators and electronic systems for power conditioning, 
using lead-acid batteries, converters and DC/AC inverters. The produced energy can be used to recharge the 
electronic portable devices of the visitors (such as cell phones, notebooks, tablets, and so on.) 
The artificial lake has toys driven by photovoltaic energy, and has also a photovoltaic pumping system, to return the 
water to an elevated reservoir and allow its recirculation through gravitational means to the small lake. 
As a result, it is expected that the activities will draw public attention to alternative means of producing energy, 
mainly using solar photovoltaic, and also to the need of a more rational energy use. It is also expected that the 
children be encouraged to understand the energy conversion processes, and be aware of the necessity of environment 
preservation. 
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1. Introduction 
The mankind in several times of history found out many ways to generate electrical energy from 
natural primary sources such as wind and tidal power, thermal cycle heat, sun energy, and so on, in order 
to make our lives more comfortable and productive. Nowadays, there is the increased quest for the 
renewable natural resources harnessing aiming for supply individual people energy demand. This issue 
arises for two reasons: energy efficiency and energy generation with low environmental impact. 
The spreading of knowledge of energy generation systems is important, given the role in society that 
the renewable resources and non-renewable resources play, since the current model of power generation 
still depends on fossil fuels that take millions of years to regenerate in nature. 
Supplying the demand increasing of energy in safe and environmentally responsible way is a challenge 
for the humanity, mainly regarding the sustainability. Thus, these actions are very important because they 
represent the effectiveness and the efficiency of the renewable resources technologies, including the 
teaching activities for efficiently energy using. 
Throughout this paper is described a space named Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Park, 
designed for knowledge spreading of renewable energy and of efficiently energy, using practical activities 
involving electrical energy generation technologies based on alternative and renewable sources. 
2. Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Park 
The Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Park will be built in the Tucuruí city (state of the Pará-
Brazil), with the intention to be a space dedicated to the interactive teaching about renewable energy and 
energy efficiency. The Park will be part of a Technology Facility near the Hydroelectric Power Plant of 
Tucuruí, which is owned and operated by ELETROBRAS ELETRONORTE. 
The Park intends to emphasize photovoltaic energy use and enable more people to work with it, since 
nowadays this type of power generation is a great way to minimize troubles related to energy 
consumption, and the lack of skilled workforce more and more becomes necessary the knowledge spread 
[1]. 
The plant of Park is shown in Fig. 1, where there is area 1, an external area for demonstration and 
training, which will be used for representation of energy harnessing technologies of renewable sources 
such as solar and wind, including a wind generation system and water pump photovoltaic system. 
Besides, a car park with on-grid connected photovoltaic system and internal area for demonstration and 
training with educational kits for teaching about renewable energies. Next, through a stair and ramp for 
handicapped people is possible to go down to area 2, where there is a building named Efficient House, 
used to dwelling, whose architecture brings environment comfort with low electrical consumption [2]. 
The architectonic concept of the house was developed based on three aspects: bioclimatic architecture, 
energy efficiency and amazonic typology. The Efficient House has an on-grid connected photovoltaic 
generator and solar water heater installed on ceiling. 
Area 3 of Fig.1 is a leisure area which has physical activities by means of playground toys, an artificial 
lake and a small track for RC car competition, together with a covered place which works as grandstand, 
where will stay the outlets to recharge the cars. 
It is noticeable that from area 1 emerges a stream that go throughout the Park, taking water from 
reservoir into the artificial lake on area 3, playing both an aesthetic function in environment and water 
pump photovoltaic application. 
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Fig. 1. Top view of the Park 
3. Auto-race Track 
The space dedicated to RC cars competition, shown in Fig 2, offers covered grandstand, where each 
race rival will control his/her car and where also he/she will recharge the car battery in an outlet of a 
panel called photovoltaic recharging panel. The ceiling will be made from photovoltaic modules that form 
the generation system for batteries recharging. 
The photovoltaic recharging panel has a LCD screen for indication of voltage and inject electrical 
charge in the battery. 
The auto-race track intends to replace oil fuel by environmentally friendly photovoltaic energy, as well 
as energy source based on harmful metal have been used to replaced by fuel cells in electrical vehicles 
[3]. 
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Fig. 2. View of the auto-race track 
In Fig 3 is shown a LCD screen attached on recharging panel. The screen works based on electronic 
circuit developed for battery charging, voltage measurement, current measurement and data displaying. 
During the process of charging are exhibited the following messages: Fig. 3(a) injected charge and battery 
voltage; Fig. 3(b) ‘Started recharge’; Fig. 3(c) ‘Charged battery’ and Fig. 3(d) ‘Disconnect the battery’. 
 
 
Fig. 3. Different messages on LCD screen 
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The recharging panel has its energy source based on photovoltaic generator, and a charge controller 
limits lead-acid battery bank charging and discharging. In this way, the users can recharge the batteries of 
the cars under any condition of solar irradiance even at night, due to energy stored into lead-acid battery 
bank. The photovoltaic energy should be capable to provide daily-required energy to charge the batteries 
of the cars, to the measurement system, and to the batteries that store stock energy. 
4. Small lake 
In playground space is located a small artificial lake (Fig 4) which matches the purpose to contain toys 
that float upon the water and have an autonomous movement driven by small electrical motors that are 
fed by small photovoltaic generators integrated to the toys. These toys should look like amazonic region 
common features such as engine boat, non-engine boat and aquatic animals. The lake is useful also for 
demonstration of water pumping photovoltaic application, once the pump will stay in lake bottom sucking 
water through a pipe for circulation to area 1 of Fig. 1. 
 
 
Fig. 4. Artificial lake 
5. Playground toys 
In the park there will be an uncovered space exhibiting playground toys, whose movement is driven by 
children’s physical effort. The toys to be installed in Park are: slide, swing, the teeter-totter and a 
carousel, as shown in Fig 5. The toys will be coupled with mechanical systems and the second ones 
coupled with electrical generators, charging electrochemical accumulators (lead-acid battery bank) that 
will feed an electronic system of the power indicator and a DC bus. There is also the possibility of 
children to do competitions comparing the electrical power produced by means of LED indicators on the 
panel, this is, children who move the toys faster will turn more LEDs on, and therefore will produce more 
power. 
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Fig. 5. Space where toys work 
The carousel, Fig 6(a), the slide, Fig 6(b), the swing, Fig 7(a) and the teeter-totter, Fig 7(b), have 
mechanisms which allow its movements be adapted to start electrical generators. The carousel has a 
middle axle which spins with the toy rotation. This axle transfers movement to an electrical generator by 
means of a concentric gear. The slide has a matting that rolls when a child goes down with it, triggering 
two internal axles linked up with two electrical generators. The swing has a moveable axle that follows 
the swing movement and starts a generator. The teeter-totter has in middle of its board a stuck axle which 
does swing movement and drives a generator. 
 
 
Fig. 6. (a) The carousel; (b) The slide 
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Fig. 7. (a) The swing; (b) The teeter-totter 
5.1 Generating and consumption system 
It was thought an activity that could be interesting for all family, both parents and offspring. This 
activity should be physical exercises with an incentive to the competition to please children and have a 
way for harnessing energy to be useful for anyone adult person. The found manner to join all these 
features was by the Park toys, such as swing, teeter-totter, carousel and slide, that can be coupled to 
mechanical systems that changes slide linear movement, oscillation of the swing and teeter-totter and the 
carousel’s rotation for a kind of appropriate movement and with enough speed to drive a low power 
electric generator. The generator has to work in its rating rotational range, always keeping the comfort 
and security of the users. All the playground toys have enough torque to generate electrical energy for 
consumption of the electronic portable devices such as charger of notebooks, cellphone devices and 
tablets. The electrical power generation may be represented by a scheme shown in Fig 8. 
The electrical generator used is a permanent magnet DC type and will supply electrical energy to the 
system. In this scheme, the power indicator circuit increases the number of LEDs lit when the generator 
rotation grows. The DC/DC boost converter is used to lift the generator voltage so to charge the bank. 
The charge controller limits charging and discharging of the battery bank. The bank works as electrical 
energy storage. In the DC bus, it is employed charges fed by DC voltage (regulator converters) and it’s in 
the AC bus that the connection of the electronic device charger is made. 
 
 
Fig. 8. Electrical system for toys 
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The idea to use mechanical system with DC generator to store energy is ever employed by others 
authors as [4]. 
5.2 Workbench to test generator and circuits 
A workbench was used to test a permanent magnet DC generator, whose performance curve was 
unknown. Attaching the generator to a bench and coupling it to electrical induction motor, as shows Fig 
9, to provide mechanical power to the generator, it is possible to simulate operational conditions of a toy. 
A frequency vector inverter working together a computational program developed in LabVIEW 
enviroment, allowing rotational speed shift and measurement of the generator axle [5], controls the 
electrical motor. 
The boost converter was connected as a charge to generator to supply the power indicator circuit and 
charge a 12V and 7Ah lead-acid battery. Setting generator rotation in range from 90 to 340 rpm, 
achieving output power indicated in Fig 10. 
 
 
Fig. 9. Generator (in left) used in tests 
 
 
Fig. 10. Generated electrical power 
When the battery is discharging, grows the output and input power of the boost converter in same 
rotational range, due to the growth of mechanical torque in generator axle. For this reason, the toys must 
be designed to provide enough torque for worst case, and it is when the battery is in maximum condition 
of discharging. 
As previously mentioned, the power is delivered to the bank as far as the generator rotation increases, 
and the power indicator circuit (Fig 11) turns more number of LEDs on. It allows children to do 
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competitions to light the most number of LEDs as possible and understand the energy conversion process, 
once many students do not understand basic concepts of energy [6]. 
 
 
Fig. 11. Power indicator working. 
6. Conclusion 
In this paper is described Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Park as a space dedicated to 
encourage the energy efficient consumption and the use of environment low impact technologies, by 
means of the knowledge of systems that use renewable energies and prototypes for demonstrations of 
some alternative energy applications. 
Some of these applications happen in leisure area, having the goal to entertain and teach about energies 
applied to amusement activities. The electrical energy associated with physical activities in playground 
toys and electrical car competition which harnesses the sun as ‘fuel’. 
The study made on the using of playground toys to generate electrical energy resulted in development 
of electronic circuits that although are not altogether enhanced, met the basic goal to be functional. The 
circuits to be installed in the toys intend to motivate the competition and, consequently, the wellness, 
since involves physical exercises practical (power indicator) while a battery is charged (DC generator 
with boost converter). It allows feed lots of devices as notebooks, tablets and cellphone devices. 
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